
Slides
No slides (just you talking)
A combination of the two

3-minute or less introduction
Topic overview
Where people go wrong and tend to doubt their natural witchiness, ignore the signs,
and overlook how powerful they truly are
Teaching section
A challenge and specific action steps to give a transformation
Up to a 5-minute pitch*
Include questions for attendees to answer in the chat box/Facebook group throughout
to boost engagement

Ready to record your presentation for the collective Witchery Summit?

Each presentation should be 45-60 minutes long and pre-recorded. They’re meant to be
more friendly and casual, rather than perfect and structured. We want our attendees to
learn something valuable, while having fun in the process.

With that being said, you have your choice of the following presentation formats:
1.
2.
3.

Your presentation should include strong, actionable content and provide a transformation
for attendees, moving them closer to invoking their inner witch. Here’s the suggested
format:

*You are welcome to pitch either a free or paid product. To get the most from your
presentation, I recommend creating a freebie that helps them move toward the
transformation you’ve promised and complete your challenge and pitch that. Having
something directly related to your presentation that gets attendees closer to the goal
they’re interested in will perform better than an unrelated freebie or paid product. Then, I
suggest that you hook your freebie up to a tripwire so you can start making money off of
your presentation right away. From there, add new subscribers to your funnel! For more
information on creating a transformation through your presentation, listen to the first half of
this podcast episode.

Each presentation should have a worksheet that follows along with the content. You are
welcome to include links and a call-to-action at the end.

Presentation Guidelines

https://www.summitinabox.co/blog/creating-transformations-through-summit-presentations-with-jessica-rasdall

